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Strong brands deliver higher shareholder returns th an leading market indexes. 
And they recover first from crisis.

BrandZ TM Portfolios vs S&P 500 vs MSCI World (April 2006 - Se ptember 2020)

apr-06 mar-09 gen-12 dic-14 ott-17 set-20

BrandZ Strong 
Brands Portfolio
281.1%

S&P 500
165.7%

MSCI World 
Index
75.7%
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As world’s leading 
advisor on data-
driven marketing and 
commercial 
strategies, we help 
you shape the future 
of your brand

*Kantar MDF is our Brand Expertise framework to build successful brands. Through the #BrandZ Global data platform, Kantar can offer guidelines 
and actionable advisory to any kind of Brand across countries and industries.   

Creating
#meaningful #different
brands spotting crucial 
factors for growth

Nurturing effective 
planning , through an 
excellent activation in 
creativity, media, 
innovation, commerce and 
experience

Tracking outcomes, 
forecasting impact,  
evaluating  actions, 
suggesting tunings  
to keep brand strategy

Brand purpose, 
positioning and demand 
spaces identification

Impacting on immediate, 
repeat and future sales

Monitoring activation and 
evaluating Marketing 
Activities ROI

Strategy Planning & Execution Optimisation & Predicti on

We support our clients to take effective decisions that create #meaningful 
#different and #salient Brands
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We uniquely combine # with advanced # and proprietary #

Enabling with 
agile and technology enabled proprietary 
tools . Our expertise maximizes the value 
of data by enabling effective engineering 
of different data assets, by providing 
superior data visualization platforms, by 
leveraging cutting edge analytics.

Delivering to clients by 
ensuring the meaningfulness, the actionability 
and the future focus of the insights we unleash 
In different expertise areas: brand, creative, 
media, innovation, experience, shopper. We 
adopt proprietary, human centric research 
solutions, with #multicultural footprint.

Unlocking brand ambition and identifying 
. 

We embed data-driven insights into 
Clients’ organization and bring strategy to 
life through meaningful execution and 
effective action plans that inspires teams 
and progression toward strategy.

Data Platforms Human insights

Intellectual 
Properties

Data assets ExpertiseData vizTechnology Activation
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We our clients by human based macro and specific trends and forecasts
Our unique data assets
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We’re by a unique and actionable framework of analysis 
that informs strategy, execution and monitoring 

― Informed by proven learnings 
across 50,000 brands and 1 
million consumer interviews

― Meaningfully different brands are 
expected to grow value share by 
an extra of 6.9% per year

― Metrics validated against short-
and  long-term sales

― Our deep diagnostics and advice 
tell you exactly what to do to drive 
short- and long-term growth

Meaningful Difference Framework 
helps us understand what is key to 
win in the category and how your
brand is doing on those key levers

People feel an affinity 
for the brand or think it 

meets their needs.

Feel different to 
others or set trends 

in the category

Comes to mind quickly 
and readily when 

activated by ideas relating 
to category purchase.

© Kantar 2021 – All rights reserved. Confidential treatment requested.

Our Meaningful and 
Different Framework
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We bring our clients the breadth and depth of the c utting edge expertise in 
every domain 

Define, build and 
manage your brand
for profitable growth 

Inspire and accelerate 
growth through 
innovation

Grow your brand with 
extraordinary creative

Navigate media
decisions to drive 
brand growth

Win in the age of 
experience

Unlock the shopper
moments that drive 
brand conversion

What to stand for 
in order to grow ?

How to disrupt
and renew ?

How to connect with people ? How to win with shoppers and customers ?
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Starting with laying sustainable 
Foundations for Growth and aligning 
on the Growth Ambition.

Discovering and prioritizing 
growth opportunities regarding 
Where to Play .

Making choices around 
How to Win and providing 
clarity on investment allocation.

Mobilizing the organization 
behind What to Do .

Designing How to Keep 
Winning in the future.

From , we support our clients in precise plans for growth leveraging our 
unique and tools

KEEP 
WINNING

ENGAGEMENT 
AND EMBEDDING
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